
Grange Farm Share Offer – Letter From the Board 

July 2014 

Dear Potential Investor,

Thank you for your interest in investing in REPOWERBalcombe's first Phase 1 Partner Site – Grange Farm. 

The purpose of this share offer is to raise £33,000 for the installation of a Solar PV array at Grange Farm.

Grange farm is a local livestock and farm shop business which we anticipate will use approximately 65% of the electricity 
generated, the rest will be fed into the local electricity network.

Investing in Grange Farm will enable you to;

• Support a local business financially and promote renewable, sustainable energy usage.
• Generate renewable energy, helping tackle energy security.
• Support sustainable development within our community.
• Reduce carbon emissions and create a blue print for sustainable electricity generation in other communities.
• Potentially receive income tax relief equal to 30% of your initial investment under the Enterprise Investment Scheme 

or 50% of your investment under the SEIS.
• Receive an attractive and fair return on your investment, anticipated to be 5%.

REPOWERBalcombe has undertaken a survey of Grange Farm;

Solar Panel Array
Capacity kw

Anticipated annual
output in kwh

Cost Co-operatives
projected income year

1

Grange Farm 17.94 18514 £33,000.00 £3,072.00

The above figures are based on estimates provided by Southern Solar, the Co-operative’s contractor and solar adviser. The
projected income is the aggregate of the Feed-in tariff and sale of electricity adjusted for anticipated inflation. 

Discussions have also commenced with a number of other sites, should the Co-operative be able to raise the additional funds
required for further installations.

Shares will be issued once the share offer is complete, when fully subscribed and all funds have been received. It is anticipated
that SEIS tax relief, if granted, will be available after 4 months of trading.

A note on the risks;
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All commercial activities carry risk. Investors should take appropriate advice and make their own risk assessment whilst 
bearing in mind the financial, social and environmental aspects of investing in REPOWERBalcombe. Your attention is drawn 
to the risks identified below which you should take into account before investing.

In particular you should appreciate;

• shares in REPOWERBalcombe are non transferable, so you will not be able to sell them, except back to the Co-
operative for the price you paid for them with the consent of the Co-operative in accordance with the Rules, which 
may not be forthcoming.  

• this is a long term investment with no guaranteed or committed manner of your realising it. 

• The value of your shares and income from them can fluctuate and you may not get back the amount you invested 
and investment in smaller unquoted businesses is likely to involve a higher degree of risk than investment in larger 
companies and those traded on the stock exchange.

• the principle source of income of REPOWERBalcombe is the Feed-in tariff (FIT), and therefore its profitability is 
dependent on the FIT continuing to be paid in accordance with current legal regulations and future governments 
honouring this obligation.

• descriptions of possible returns are illustrative only and necessarily based on informed assessments relating to 
variable, changeable and uncertain factors.

• The planned solar panel installation may be delayed or may prove more expensive or complex to install than 
envisaged and may not generate the amount of electricity anticipated.

• any risks relating to Grange Farm and the contract.

How to invest;

An Application Form with details of how to invest is attached at the end of this Share Offer Document. The minimum 
investment is £250.  We are applying for confirmation from HM Revenue and Customs that the share issue qualifies for SEIS 
relief.  The maximum investment is 30% of the total or £9,900.00.  

Investors must be at least 16 year old. A member may hold shares on behalf of somebody who is under 16 but those shares 
shall be treated as belonging to the member until they are transferred following the child's 16th birthday. Investors must 
support the objectives of the Co-op.  If you invest you agree to membership of the Co-operative and to be bound by its rules.  
Please read the rules before investing, a summary is included in the REPOWERBalcombe Summary Document.

Further information about REPOWERBalcombe, a future projects overview and an introduction to the board is included within 
this pack.  

If you have any questions about this share offer, please don't hesitate to contact us on finance@repowerbalcombe.com

We look forward to welcoming you as a new member of REPOWERBalcombe.

For and on behalf of the Directors of REPOWERBalcombe,

Julian Fitzsimons,
Chair, REPOWERBalcombe 
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Make a positive investment for your community, your

environment, your children and our future.

Grange Farm

If after reading this project summary you have any questions or need clarification on any point please do not hesitate to contact us. Contact
details are given below.
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1. Project Summary

REPOWERBalcombe Limited (the “Co-operative”), based in Balcombe, West Sussex, is seeking investment, initially from the local

community, to finance the installation of solar photovoltaic panels on the rooftops of local buildings.

We are a renewable energy co-operative and a community based ethical social enterprise. We aim to offer returns to investors of

around 5%.

The Co-operative will be applying for confirmation that it qualifies under the Seed Enterprise Investment Scheme If this is granted

income tax payers should receive tax relief equal to 50% of their investment, after the qualifying period.

The Co-operative’s income will come from the Feed-in tariff (described below) and the sale of the electricity it generates.

Initially the Co-operative seeks to raise around £33,000. This is sufficient to install a solar power array on the cow sheds at Grange

Farm.

Phase 1,  of  which Grange Farm represents  approximately 8%,  involves the addition  of  further  sites  totally  250 kW, funded by

community share offers. The resulting installations will have sufficient generation capacity to match 10% of Balcombes domestic

electricity demand. 

The Co-operative  is  seeking wide participation from the local  community.  For our initial  community  share  issue the maximum

investment will be £9,900 per individual (this represents 30% of the Grange Farm project and the minimum investment £250. Funds

can be invested on behalf of children under 16yrs old, though such shares shall be treated as belonging to the purchasing member

until they are transferred following the child's 16th birthday. They will,  therefore, form a proportion of that members maximum

investment allowance of 30%)

As an ethical social enterprise the Co-operative is designed to provide an attractive and fair return to investors sufficient to attract

and retain the capital it requires, to support local community buildings to reduce their energy use and costs, to provide a valuable

educational resource, to enable this community to generate renewable energy and to tackle climate change. Investors can see

exactly how their money is used and the benefits that flow from it. If and when returns exceed 5%, surplus profit will be used to pay

for energy efficiency improvements to our community buildings and the homes of those suffering from fuel poverty, and to develop

new local renewable energy resources. We also hope that investing in the project will appeal to individuals who may not have

considered this type of investment before and that it will serve as a blueprint which other communities can replicate.

If after reading this project summary you have any questions or need clarification on any point please do not hesitate to contact us. 
Contact details are given below.
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2. How the Co-operative will work

The Co-operative will raise money, primarily but not necessarily exclusively from the community around Balcombe, and will spend it

on installing solar panels at participating sites which will generate electricity. It will receive income for the electricity generated by

the panels from the Feed-in tariff and from selling the electricity generated; the host buildings will receive the benefit of heavily

discounted electricity for the duration of our 20 year contract with them and free electricity for the remaining life of the equipment,

after the contract has expired. The Co-operative currently has no specific plans to deploy other renewable energy technologies, but

may seek to do so in future if appropriate opportunities present themselves. 

Throughout the life of the project and in addition to the solar panels the Co-operative will provide some future site host buildings

such as schools, with display monitors showing how much electricity the panels are producing, a data link to the panels’ output and

educational materials – to involve the students and their parents in climate change mitigation, sustainability and renewable energy

generation. Some sites may also additionally receive enhancements to their buildings or electricity supply to enable the panels to be

installed. 

Tax relief under the SEIS

It is anticipated that the investment will qualify for tax relief under the Seed Enterprise Investment Scheme (SEIS) and confirmation

will be sought from HM Revenue & Customs. SEIS relief reduces an investor’s liability to income tax by up to 50% of the amount

invested by them so on an investment of £1,000 an investor’s liability to income tax is reduced by £500. Investors who pay income

tax should receive this tax relief on their initial investment within six months of investing. For Co-operative members who receive

SEIS tax relief a 5% return is potentially worth significantly more.

The Feed-in tariff 

The Feed-in tariff (FIT) is a payment made by the electricity industry to generators of renewable electricity. For installations in the

size range being considered by the Co-operative it  is paid at  rates of between 12.13p to 6.38p per kilowatt  hour of  electricity

generated, depending on the scale of each installation, and is RPI linked, increasing on 1st April in each year by the rate of inflation in

the previous calendar year. The FIT will be the principal source of the Cooperative’s income and it ceases 20 years after the solar

panels have been commissioned. The panels should still have considerable life left in them so, depending on the lease agreed at

installation, will either be given to the host site, or removed at the Co-operatives cost

Repayment of Capital

The investment in principal is for 20 years, and has to be for a minimum of three years in order to retain SEIS tax relief. Co-operative
members do not have the right to withdraw share capital, but the board has the power to permit its shares to be withdrawn.

After 3 years should funds be available it is expected that investors may make an application to the board for repayments to be
made, all such applications will be at the discretion of the board and subject to sufficient funds being available.

If after reading this project summary you have any questions or need clarification on any point please do not hesitate to contact us. 
Contact details are given below.
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3. The business of REPOWERBalcombe Limited 

What is a co-operative?

REPOWERBalcombe Limited is a co-operative formed under the Industrial and Provident Society Act 1965. It is a company, with

limited liability and has a Board of Directors appointed by members. The primary differences between a co-operative and a company

being that a co-operative is a democratic organisation, with each member having one vote regardless of their shareholding; and it is

an ethical organisation and a social enterprise not a profit maximizing organisation: it seeks to pay a fair return to members on

capital invested, and a sufficient return to attract and retain that capital, but is otherwise motivated by community objectives. 

Constitutionally , REPOWERBalcombe is governed by a set of rules, registered with the Financial Conduct Authority, a summary of

these are;

  a member must have the minimum number of shares (250)

  there is a single class of shares the a nominal value of £1

  all members have one vote, regardless of whether they have 1 or 100,000 shares

  no member, except another IPS may hold more than 100,000 shares

  the Board is elected by the members

  only members are eligible to serve on the Board

  shares are transferable only on death and are not tradable

  at the discretion of the Board, shares can be withdrawn by members at the price paid for them

  the Board my require shares to be withdrawn at that price as part of a return of capital to all members in proportion to 

their shareholding.

A copy of the Financial Conduct Authority approved rules is available on application.

The Board of the Co-operative

The Board is made up of volunteers who live in and around Balcombe, and the founding directors have a range of experience

between them including skills in project management, renewable technologies and installation, development of community owned

energy,  finance,  education  and  community  development.  All  are  undertaking  this  role  without  any  remuneration  (other  than

repayment of expenses properly incurred) because they are committed to the success of this project.  Additionally the Co-operative

is receiving extensive support and guidance from successful Lewes-based community energy co-operative Ovesco, England’s most

important and experienced community energy organisation, Energy 4 All and 10:10, a Charity that supports and inspires people and

organisations to cut their carbon emissions.

If after reading this project summary you have any questions or need clarification on any point please do not hesitate to contact us. 
Contact details are given below.
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The Co-operative’s Board initially will comprise:

 Julian Fitzsimons (Chairman). 

 Joseph Nixon – Communications Director

 Felix Carmichael – Finance Director

 Thomas Parker – Joint Technical Director

 Andy Tugby – Joint Technical Director

The Co-operative’s financial objectives

Initially the Co-operative seeks to raise £33,000. This is sufficient to install a solar power array on the cow sheds at Grange Farm. This

is the minimum sum the Co-operative needs to raise to ensure that the fixed costs of the Co-operative (such as insurance and

auditing) do not become disproportionate and it remains possible to pay an attractive return of approximately 5% to investors. If less

than the minimum is raised the Co-operative will not proceed.

If during Phase 1 it proves possible to raise further funds then the Co-operative will seek to extend the project in further, separate

phases of work, to include new sites in the local area and will seek to raise up to £3 million to generate enough power to meet the

equivalent of 100% of Balcombe’s electricity demand. 

Installation and ownership of the panels

The Co-operative will  complete the necessary structural and electrical surveys at the sites to ensure that an installation will  be

possible.   The  obtaining of planning consents and consent from the National  Grid as well  as providing the required legal  and

insurance services, are all the responsibility of the Co-operative.   At certain sites the Co-operative may fund improvement works to

the fabric or electrical supply to enable the panels to be installed. Arrangements with the sites will be set out in a detailed mutually

weighted lease. The Co-operative will be responsible for selling any electricity not used by the host buildings and therefore exported

to the National Grid. During the duration of the lease, the panels installed at the sites will remain the property of the Co-operative

which will be responsible for their maintenance.

Raising the funds for Grange Farm

The funds will be raised within the local community.  The investment will be in shares; it is not a deposit or loan. Shareholders will

own the Co-operative and have the risks inherent in  a share ownership. However investing in solar  panel  energy generation is

comparatively low risk – the financial projections are based on historic evidence for hours of light and sunshine and the reliability of

the panels.

Community  offers  of  non-transferable  shares  can be undertaken at  a  much lower  cost  as  they are  specifically  exempted from

regulation under the Financial Services and Markets Act. 

If after reading this project summary you have any questions or need clarification on any point please do not hesitate to contact us. 
Contact details are given below.
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Grange Farm represents the start of Phase 1 – 10% equivalent power generation. Later in 2014 the Co-operative will publish a full

share offer document and a share application form for the additional sites required for the completion of Phase 1. 

Disposal and Transfer of Shares

Shares can only be sold back to the Co-operative. Shares can be inherited under a will by either adults or children.

For further information about investing, please contact us at finance@repowerbalcombe.com 

If after reading this project summary you have any questions or need clarification on any point please do not hesitate to contact us. 
Contact details are given below.
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Share Application PLEASE USE CAPITALS AND BLACK INK

Amount to invest

I wish to invest a total amount of £  in shares of REPOWERBalcombe 1 Co-operative Limited on
the Terms and Conditions of the Offer Document at the price of £1.00 per Share. I confirm I am eligible to
be a member of the Co-operative.

(You may invest not less than £250 and (except for Industrial and Provident Societies) not more than £100,000)

Organisations that wish to subscribe for shares should contact the Co-operative for a separate application form

Individual Applicant details

Title (Mr/Mrs/Ms/other):

Forenames:

Surname:

Address:

Town:

County: Post code:

Date of Birth: Email:

If Applicant is nominee for a child 

Child’s name: Child’s date of birth:

Child’s address (if different from above):

Post code:

I understand that the cheque supporting this application will be presented for payment upon receipt and I 
warrant that it will be paid on first presentation.

Signature: Date:

Day-time Telephone (for any enquiries in relation to this Application):

Payment Details:

Please attach a single cheque or banker’s draft for the amount shown above, payable to 
REPOWERBalcombe 1 Co-operative Limited and crossed A/c Payee. Send your completed Application Form 
and payment to:

REPOWERBalcombe 1 Co-operative Limited 
Solstice House, London Road, Balcombe, West Sussex, RH17 6HT
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